SYMETRIS™ 400 series base with F1601 chairs
A multifunctional table collection, designed to fit a variety of facility environments. Standard and/or USB power capable.

SYMTRIS™ Starter and Add On Tables with Shared Legs

SYMTRIS™ Nesting/Flip Top shown in use and flipped for storage.
WAFER™

GT304

GT306

SPECTRA™ with Round Legs

SPECTRA Tables with Verona chairs GT506-1
STORM™ tables with optional wheels

STORM™

STORM’S optional Integrated Wheels and Folding Mechanism

STORM™ Nesting Tables
STORM™ Stationary Table

STORM™ Conference Table

Collaboration is not just for the training room.

Menlo Park booth with optional power, 79ST occasional table, MOSS | ONE modular with tablet, Chill ottoman
CURV™ conference table with Verona™ stool GT518-1
Ergonomically designed ISOFLEX mechanism creates a unique synchronized seat and back movement, providing superior comfort.

SYNTECH™ starter and add on tables with modesty. Contoured or perforated steel modesty panels also available.
MATS™ features integrated handles

MATS™ Folding Tables

MATS™ Folding Table with Symmetrical Legs

MATS™ Tables with Screens and Modesty Panel

Training | Learning | Collaboration
MATS™ shared leg configuration

REVA™

1700 1709 1725 1729
VERONA™

GT508 with optional black base

GT510-1

GT502 Ganged
MATS™ permanent mount with Verona chair GT512 (optional black base)

VERONA™ attached self returning swivel seat with 360° rotation

REVA™ attached self returning swivel seat with 360° rotation

Perforated Steel Modesty

Contoured Steel Modesty

Laminated Modesty Panel

Floor mount seating base

Permanent table base
THONET MOSS | ONE™
For more information on Thonet® products visit thonet.com